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The modification of jet shapes in Pb-Pb collisions, relative to those in pp collisions, is studied for jets associated with an isolated photon. The data were collected with the CMS detector at the LHC at a nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energy of 5.02 TeV. Jet shapes are constructed from charged particles with track transverse momenta ($p_T$) above 1 GeV/c in annuli around the axes of jets with $p_T^{jet} > 30$ GeV/c associated with an isolated photon with $p_T^{\gamma} > 60$ GeV/c. The jet shape distributions are consistent between peripheral Pb-Pb and pp collisions, but are modified for more central Pb-Pb collisions. In these central Pb-Pb events, a larger fraction of the jet momentum is observed at larger distances from the jet axis compared to pp, reflecting the interaction between the partonic medium created in heavy ion collisions and the traversing partons.
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The quark-gluon plasma (QGP) [1], a deconfined state of quarks and gluons, can be created in relativistic heavy ion collisions. It can be probed with energetic partons emerging from initial hard scattering processes in the same collisions. The outgoing partons eventually fragment, and each forms a jet of collimated particles that can be observed experimentally. The interactions of the partons with the medium, and therefore the modification of the resulting jets, can be related to the thermodynamical and transport properties of the traversed medium [2–7]. To better understand the dynamics of the QGP, it is important to explore the mechanisms by which the partons lose energy to the medium, whether by radiation, scattering off its pointlike constituents, or by some other processes [8–12].

The CERN LHC Collaborations have studied the medium-induced modifications of jets by measuring the jet yield for a given transverse momentum ($p_T$) [13–17] and jet substructure [18–29]. In these types of jet measurements, there is limited information on the initial energy of the parton, i.e., before its interaction with the medium. On the other hand, by studying jets produced in association with an electroweak boson, such as a photon or a Z boson, whose $p_T$ can be precisely measured, the initial parent parton $p_T$ can be tightly constrained, as electroweak bosons do not interact strongly with the medium [30–32]. At LHC energies, these types of processes have an additional advantage: jets associated with an electroweak boson are dominated by quark jets for $p_T^{jet} > 30$ GeV/c [33], hence providing information specifically on quark energy loss, and therefore constraining the dependence of energy loss on parton (quark or gluon) flavor [34,35].

The CMS Collaboration has previously measured the azimuthal correlation and momentum imbalance of isolated photon + jet pairs in proton-proton (pp) and lead-lead (Pb-Pb) collisions at nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energies of $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 2.76$ and 5.02 TeV [36,37], and of Z + jet pairs at 5.02 TeV [38]. More recently, the fragmentation functions of jets tagged with a measured the azimuthal correlation measured the azimuthal correlation [39]. A photon is considered isolated if the total transverse energy of other particles in a cone of fixed radius around its direction is small after taking into account the underlying event (UE) contributions as explained in Refs. [37,40]. This definition suppresses dijet events in which a high-$p_T$ photon originates from one of the jets, either via collinear fragmentation of a parton (“fragmentation photons”) or via decays of neutral mesons (“decay photons”). The results showed that in central Pb-Pb collisions there is an excess of low-$p_T$ particles and a depletion of high-$p_T$ particles inside the jet cone. The jet fragmentation functions reflect the momentum distribution inside the parton shower in the longitudinal direction, making it highly sensitive to the hadronization process [34]. A complementary observable for medium-induced modifications that features reduced sensitivity to hadronization is the jet radial momentum density profile, i.e., the jet shape, which is a measure of the component of the momentum transverse to the jet axis [41,42]. Jet shape measurements so far were done using inclusive jet [19,28] or dijet samples [23].

This Letter reports the first measurement of the differential jet shape for jets associated with an isolated photon. The differential jet shape $\rho(r)$ is defined as...
\[ \rho(r) = \frac{1}{\delta r} \sum_{\text{jets}} \sum_{r_\text{in} < r < r_\text{out}} \left( \frac{p_{\text{T}}^\text{jet}}{p_{\text{T}}^\text{T}} \right), \]

where \( \delta r = r_\text{out} - r_\text{in} \) is the width of the annulus of inner and outer radii \( r_\text{in} \) and \( r_\text{out} \) with respect to the jet axis, respectively. \( p_{\text{T}}^\text{jet} \) is the \( p_{\text{T}} \) of tracks falling within each annulus of the jet with \( p_{\text{T}}^\text{T} \), and \( r = \sqrt{(\eta^\text{jet} - \eta^\text{bk})^2 + (\phi^\text{jet} - \phi^\text{bk})^2} \) is the distance between the track and the jet axis in pseudorapidity (\( \eta \)) and azimuthal angle (\( \phi \)) plane. The distribution is normalized such that the integral inside the range \( 0 < r < r_f \) is unity where \( r_f = 0.3 \). Hence, \( \rho(r) \) gives a measure of how the \( p_{\text{T}} \) of a jet is distributed (over charged particles) in a direction transverse to the jet axis. The analysis uses \( \text{Pb-Pb} \) and \( pp \) data at \( \sqrt{s_{\text{NN}}} = 5.02 \) TeV collected in 2015, corresponding to integrated luminosities of 404 \( \mu \text{b}^{-1} \) and 27.4 \( \text{pb}^{-1} \), respectively.

The central feature of the CMS detector is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diameter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two end cap sections. Hadron forward (HF) calorimeters extend the coverage up to \( |\eta| = 5.2 \) and are used for event selection. In addition, in the case of Pb-Pb events, the HF signals are used to determine the degree of overlap (“centrality”) of the two colliding Pb nuclei [43] and the event-by-event \( \phi \) angle of maximum particle density (“event plane”) [44]. A more detailed description of the CMS detector can be found in Ref. [45].

The event samples are selected online with a trigger requiring a photon with \( p_{\text{T}}^\gamma > 40 \) GeV/c [37,39]. Additional requirements are applied off-line to remove noncollision events such as beam-gas interactions [46]. For jets and photons, the reconstruction algorithms, analysis selections, and corrections for the energy scale and resolution are the same as in Refs. [37,39]. For Pb-Pb collisions, the event centrality is defined as the fraction of the total inelastic hadronic cross section of these collisions at \( \sqrt{s_{\text{NN}}} = 5.02 \) TeV, starting at 0% for the most central collisions, and is evaluated as percentiles of the distribution of the energy deposited in the HF calorimeters [43]. Results are presented in four centrality intervals: 0%–10%, 10%–30%, 30%–50%, and 50%–100%.

The photon candidates are restricted to the barrel of the ECAL, \( |\eta^\gamma| < 1.44 \), and are required to have \( p_{\text{T}}^\gamma > 60 \) GeV/c. The trigger is efficient for these requirements. Electromagnetic and anomalous signals caused by the interaction of highly ionizing particles with the photodiodes used for the ECAL readout are removed, as described in Ref. [47]. Background from hadronic showers is rejected by requiring that the ratio of the HCAL over ECAL energy inside a cone of radius \( \delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2} = 0.15 \) around the photon candidate is smaller than 0.1 [40,47]. Background contributions from fragmentation and decay photons are rejected by imposing the same isolation requirements as in Refs. [37,47]; the \( p_{\text{T}} \) sum in a cone of radius 0.4 with respect to the centroid of the cluster, not including the \( p_{\text{T}} \) of the cluster and after correcting for the UE (only in Pb-Pb collisions), is required to be less than 1 GeV/c. The dominant remaining background is from ECAL showers initiated by isolated neutral mesons, e.g., \( \pi^0 \), \( \eta \), and \( \omega \), decaying into pairs of photons that, because of their small opening angle, are reconstructed as a single photon. Their contribution can be reduced by a factor of \( \sim 2 \) using an upper limit on the shower shape variable \( \sigma_{\text{gr}} \), which is a measure of the width of the ECAL energy cluster distribution in \( \eta \) direction [37,47].

The energy of the reconstructed photons is corrected to account for the losses due to material in front of the ECAL and for incomplete shower containment [48]. An additional correction is applied in Pb-Pb collisions to account for the contribution of the UE formed by soft processes. The corrections are obtained from photon events simulated using the CUETP8M1 tune [49] of the PYTHIA 8.212 [50] Monte Carlo (MC) event generator. The effect of the Pb-Pb UE is modeled by embedding the PYTHIA output in events generated using HYDJET 1.9 [51], which is tuned to reproduce global event properties, such as the UE \( p_{\text{T}} \) density, charged-hadron multiplicity and \( p_{\text{T}} \) distribution. The size of the resulting energy correction for isolated photons varies from 0% to 10%, depending on the \( p_{\text{T}}^\gamma \) and the centrality. The CMS detector response for generated events is simulated using GEANT4 [52].

Jets are reconstructed from the output of the CMS particle-flow algorithm [53], which aims to reconstruct and identify each individual particle in an event, with an optimized combination of information from the various elements of the detector. The anti-\( k_T \) algorithm [54,55] is used to cluster the resulting particles using a distance parameter \( R = 0.3 \) chosen to minimize the effects of UE fluctuations. In order to subtract the UE background in Pb-Pb collisions, an iterative algorithm [56] is employed [36,43,57]. In \( pp \) collisions, where the UE level is negligible, jets are reconstructed without UE subtraction. Additional Pb-Pb (\( pp \)) collisions in the same or adjacent bunch crossings are negligible (small) and their effects are found, using MC studies, to be negligible. The jet energy corrections are derived from simulation, separately for \( pp \) and Pb-Pb collisions. They are validated via energy balance methods applied to dijet and photon + jet events in \( pp \) data [58], reconstructed alternatively with the \( pp \) and Pb-Pb reconstruction algorithms. Jets with \( |\eta^\gamma| < 1.6 \) and corrected \( p_{\text{T}}^\gamma > 30 \) GeV/c are selected.

In each event, photon + jet pairs are formed by associating the highest \( p_{\text{T}}^\gamma \) isolated photon candidate with all jets that pass the jet selection criteria. An azimuthal separation of \( \Delta \phi = |\phi^\gamma - \phi^j| > \pi/8 \) is applied to the photon + jet pairs to suppress contributions from background jets.
(jets not originating from the same hard scattering as the photon) and from photon + multijet events (the hard scattering produces more than one parton balancing the photon). The tracks used in this measurement have $p_T^{\text{trk}} > 1$ GeV/$c$, $|\eta^{\text{trk}}| < 2.4$, and must fall within a cone of radius $\delta R = 0.3$ around the jet direction. These selection criteria, as well as the corrections for tracking efficiency, detector acceptance, and misreconstruction rate, are the same as in Ref. [46] for both $p p$ and Pb-Pb data.

To isolate the contribution of photons, jets, and charged particles that are produced in the same hard scattering in Pb-Pb collisions, several sources of combinatorial backgrounds are subtracted: tracks from the UE that fall within the cone around the selected jet, misidentified jets resulting from UE fluctuations, and jets not produced in the same hard parton-parton scatterings as the photon. The shape and magnitude of these contributions to the $\rho(r)$ distributions are estimated from data with an event mixing procedure, in which either the isolated photon or the jet are combined with jets and tracks found in events chosen randomly from a minimum bias (MB) Pb-Pb dataset with similar event characteristics (centrality, interaction vertex position, and event plane angle, which is correlated to particle density in the $\phi$ direction). The background contribution from UE tracks is estimated by constructing the distribution for each selected jet using tracks from MB events. The backgrounds from jets produced by UE fluctuations or a different hard parton-parton scattering are estimated as in Refs. [36,37]. The normalizations of these combinatorial background distributions are given by the number of MB events used. Simulation shows that the UE particle density can be different between a hard scattering event ($\text{PYTHIA} +\text{HYDJET}$) and a MB event ($\text{HYDJET}$ only) that have the same reconstructed centrality. Therefore, the normalized background distributions are further scaled with a residual factor to account for this effect before being subtracted from those in photon + jet events.

An additional correction is applied for effects such as detector resolution, particle reconstruction, and UE particles uncorrelated to the true jet. This correction is calculated from the $\text{PYTHIA}+\text{HYDJET}$ ($\text{PYTHIA}$) sample for the Pb-Pb ($p p$) results. The distributions from reconstructed (detector-level) jets are corrected to the ones from true (generator-level) jets as a function of $r$. The correction is calculated in three steps. (i) The jet shapes for reconstructed jets using reconstructed tracks are corrected to the ones that use true charged particles. This step accounts for the reconstructed track yield that decreases with the distance between the track and jet axis, an effect resulting from the correlation between track reconstruction efficiency and jet reconstruction. The average corrections for $r < 0.2 (r > 0.2)$ are $-4(5)\%$ for $p p$ and $-4(10)\%$ for 0%-10% centrality Pb-Pb results. (ii) The jet shapes obtained after the first step are corrected to the ones that use true charged particles from the signal $\text{PYTHIA}$ event. This step accounts for the correlations between the reconstructed jet and tracks from the UE and is applied for Pb-Pb data only. The average corrections for $r < 0.2(r > 0.2)$ are $-10(15)\%$ for 0%-10% centrality Pb-Pb results. (iii) The jet shapes obtained after the second step are corrected to the ones for true jets. This last step accounts for the difference between the jet shapes for reconstructed and true jets. The average corrections for $r < 0.2(r > 0.2)$ are $-2(3)\%$ for $p p$ and $-20(35)\%$ for 0%-10% centrality Pb-Pb results. The corrections are calculated in bins of $r$, $p_T^{\text{jet}}$, $\eta^{\text{jet}}$, $p_T^{\text{trk}}$, and centrality. The largest corrections happen at $r \approx 0.3$ and their average values in the first, second, and third steps for 0%-10% centrality Pb-Pb ($p p$) collisions are 15 (6)%, 20 (0)%, and 45 (4)%, respectively. Studies have been done separately for the shapes of quark and gluon jets in order to check if the corrections, which do not take parton flavor into account, cause a bias in the results. The corrections improve the agreement between reconstructed and true jets for both quark and gluon jets in both $\text{PYTHIA}$ and $\text{HYDJET}$ samples.

A final correction accounts for the photon purity, defined to be the fraction of photons within the set of isolated photon candidates that do not originate from hadron decays and that pass the $\sigma_{\eta\gamma}$ requirement. This fraction is extracted from the data using a template fit to the $\sigma_{\eta\gamma}$ distribution [36,37]. The shape of the $\rho(r)$ distributions from decay photons is estimated by repeating the analysis selecting photons with larger $\sigma_{\eta\gamma}$ (wider shower shapes). The purity values (e.g., 0.68 and 0.82 for 0%-10% and 50%-100% Pb-Pb collisions, respectively) from the shower shape fits are used to adjust the magnitude of this background contribution.

Several sources of systematic uncertainty are considered, including the photon purity, photon isolation, photon energy scale, electron contamination, photon selection efficiency, jet energy scale, jet energy resolution, tracking efficiency, $r$-dependent corrections, and background subtraction. The total uncertainty in each bin is the sum in quadrature of the individual uncertainties. The quoted systematic uncertainties are an average over all $r$ bins. In the case of the Pb-Pb results, uncertainties are reported only for the 0%-10% centrality interval, which has generally the highest uncertainties among all the centrality bins.

To evaluate the systematic uncertainties related to the isolated photons, the same procedures are applied as in Ref. [37]. The uncertainty in the photon purity is evaluated by varying the components of the shower shape template, as in Ref. [36]. The maximum variations with respect to the nominal case are propagated as systematic uncertainties, amounting to 0.6 (0.3)% for the Pb-Pb ($p p$) results. In the following, the uncertainties will continue to be quoted for central Pb-Pb events first, then for $p p$ data. The systematic uncertainties resulting from the experimental isolation criteria for a photon are 1.9% and 0.1%. The residual data-to-simulation photon energy scale difference after applying the photon energy corrections is also quoted as...
a systematic uncertainty of 0.7% for Pb-Pb data, while it is negligible for $pp$ data. The level of electron contamination in the samples before applying the electron rejection criteria is 14% and reduces to roughly 5% after the rejection procedure. An uncertainty is evaluated by repeating the analysis without applying the electron rejection criteria, and scaling down the difference in the $p(r)$ distribution to the remaining electron contamination after applying the electron rejection, giving 0.3% and < 0.1%. The efficiency in selecting photons has been extracted from simulation as a function of photon $p_T$ and data are corrected for this efficiency. An uncertainty is assigned by comparing the results to the ones obtained with a correction derived by loosening the selection criteria, given 0.2% and results to the ones obtained with a correction derived by loosening the selection criteria, given 0.2% and < 0.1%.

The uncertainties related to the jet energy resolution and jet energy scale are evaluated as in Ref. [37]. When propagated, the uncertainty related to the jet energy scale amounts to 6.9% and 0.8%, while the energy resolution gives uncertainties of 1.9% and 0.3%. The uncertainty related to the tracking inefficiency is estimated as the difference in the track reconstruction efficiency between data and simulation, as in Ref. [46]. Tracking corrections are varied in a $p_T^{trk}$-dependent way, giving systematic uncertainties of 1.0% and 0.9%.

Further systematic uncertainties are assigned for the $r$-dependent correction procedure. First, it is observed in MC simulations that the first step of corrections has a remaining disagreement of 2% at $r \approx 0.3$ between reconstructed tracks and true charged particles, in both the $pp$ and Pb-Pb cases. Second, the model dependence of the corrections is studied by obtaining the quark and gluon jet shape distributions from MC simulations and fitting them to distributions in data. The extracted templates are varied by the fit uncertainty. The difference between the nominal and varied templates is quoted as systematic uncertainty, amounting to 0.5 (1)% and 3 (4)% in the $r < 0.2 (r > 0.2)$ case, for $pp$ and Pb-Pb results, respectively.

For Pb-Pb collisions a systematic uncertainty for the background subtraction is estimated by combining two independent sources. First, results are obtained using an alternative background subtraction procedure (the so-called $\eta$-reflection method [20]) and compared to the nominal method. Second, nominal results are compared to the ones where the background distributions are not scaled for the UE particle density difference seen in simulation. The combined difference of 3.5% is assigned as the uncertainty.

The upper panel of Fig. 1 shows the differential jet shape $p(r)$ for both Pb-Pb and $pp$ collisions, and PYTHIA simulation. The ratio of Pb-Pb to $pp$ (simulated to $pp$) data distributions are shown in the lower panel. The simulation is slightly higher than the $pp$ data at large $r$, but describes the $pp$ data to within 10% in each bin, allowing its use to derive the $r$-dependent corrections. The uncertainties considered correlated between the $pp$ and Pb-Pb datasets (from photon isolation, photon purity, photon efficiency, electron rejection, jet energy scale, jet energy resolution, tracking efficiency, and from the $r$-dependent procedure corrections) partially cancel in the ratio. The distribution in 50%–100% Pb-Pb collisions is consistent with that in $pp$ collisions. The difference between the $pp$ and the 0%–10% (0%–30%) Pb-Pb results was quantified by comparing the two distributions with a $\chi^2$ test, including all statistical and systematical uncertainties. The $p$ value found was 0.029 (0.017). This shows that, with a $p$-value cutoff of 0.05, the two sets of results are incompatible with each other for the two most central Pb-Pb collisions bins.

FIG. 1. Upper: The differential jet shape $p(r)$ for jets associated with an isolated photon for (from left to right) 50%–100%, 30%–50%, 10%–30%, 0%–10% Pb-Pb (solid circles), $pp$ (open circles) collisions, and from PYTHIA simulation (histogram). Lower: The ratios of the Pb-Pb and $pp$ distributions. For the $pp$ results, the ratio is to the PYTHIA distribution. The vertical lines through the points represent statistical uncertainties, while the shaded colored boxes indicate the total systematic uncertainties in data.
In these central collisions, an enhancement of the \( \rho(r) \) distribution with respect to the reference \( pp \) data is observed at \( r \approx 0.3 \). When integrated over different \( r \) intervals, the results show that \( \sim 5\% \) of \( pp \) jet energy is beyond \( r > 0.2 \). For jets in 0\%-10\% \( Pb-Pb \) collisions the jet energy fraction changes to \( \sim 9\% \). This implies that in \( Pb-Pb \) data a large fraction of the jet momentum is carried at large distances from the jet axis. The enhancement seen at large \( r \) is in qualitative agreement with the inclusive jet shape results in Refs. [19,28], and both the leading and subleading jet shapes in Ref. [23]. In contrast, no significant depletion is seen in central collisions for intermediate \( r \), as was observed in the aforementioned inclusive jet shape and leading jet shape results. This could be because of tagging the jet sample with isolated photons, which increases the quark jet fraction, and because of the lower \( p_T^{jet} \) threshold, which increases the fraction of less collimated jets (including those with a larger relative energy loss). On the other hand, the \( \rho(r) \) distributions decrease rapidly with \( r \), with the bulk of the jet energy being concentrated at small \( r \) in both collision systems. Since the fraction of \( \rho(r) \) shifted from small to large \( r \) because of medium modifications in \( Pb-Pb \) collisions is small compared to the integrated fraction at small \( r \), the depletion cannot appear large.

In summary, the differential jet shapes for jets associated with isolated photons are measured in \( pp \) and \( Pb-Pb \) collisions for the first time. They are constructed using charged particles with transverse momentum \( p_T^{ch} > 1 \) GeV/c, for jets with \( p_T^{jet} > 30 \) GeV/c, which are associated with an isolated photon with \( p_T^p > 60 \) GeV/c. While the distribution from the most peripheral (50\%-100\%) \( Pb-Pb \) collisions is consistent with that in \( pp \) data, a modification of the jet shape in \( Pb-Pb \) collisions is observed in more central events. The 0\%-10\% (0\%-30\%) \( Pb-Pb \) \( \rho(r) \) is enhanced for the distance between the track and the jet axis \( r > 0.15 \) (0.20). No significant suppression is seen at intermediate \( r \). The modifications are obvious in that for hard scatterings that predominantly produce quarks with similar momentum distributions in \( pp \) and \( Pb-Pb \) collisions, as identified by the photon tag, the jet momentum is distributed at greater radial distance in \( Pb-Pb \) collisions. This significant redistribution of energy observed in central \( Pb-Pb \) collisions, compared with \( pp \) and peripheral \( Pb-Pb \) collisions, can be interpreted as a direct observation of jet broadening in the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). This first measurement of radial momentum density profile for jets tagged by an isolated photon, which constrains the information about the jet energy before any loss occurred while traversing the QGP, constitutes a new unambiguous reference for testing theoretical models of parton-medium interactions.
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